USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10206.14

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=BEGIN MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA IS CURRENTLY ENROUTE BACK TO STARBASE 245 FROM STARBASE 12
CSO_Taal says:
::running sensor diagnostics::
FCO_Fa says:
::at helm, making minor adjustments, as she really doesn’t' like flying autopilot.::
CMO_Tunik says:
::in sickbay reading medical logs from subordinates::
CSO_Taal says:
::at science station reviewing performance reports of science personnel::
TO_Usimov says:
::checking weapons systems::
CO_Eden says:
::Sits in the Command Chair wondering how everything went bad::
FCO_Fa says:
CO: we're two hours out from SB 245.  Should we contact them that we are close by?
XO_Shras says:
:: trying out his chair, beside Captain Eden ::
TO_Usimov says:
::Sitting in TAC checking all systems::
CSO_Taal says:
::sensors are off by 0.1 microns::
CSO_Taal says:
::recalibrates sensors::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
@:: Sitting in the command chair of the USS Wasp, following the Geneva to Starbase 245::
CEO_Stricker says:
::At the Engineering console on the bridge of the Geneva::
CMO_Tunik says:
::finishes reading logs, and prepares to work on updating crew medical records::
OPS_Cailand says:
::steps in behind her console, relieving her subordinate and taking over the sensor analysis::
CSO_Taal says:
::sensors are back at peak efficiency::
FCO_Fa says:
::fingers tap the console lightly as they fly through space::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
@Com: Geneva:  You requested that I beam aboard?
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::enters CMO's office:: CMO: Doctor. I am to understand that they have an assembly for Captain Tucker.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
@:: Wonders why::
CSO_Taal says:
::monitors sensors, a science officer hands over a PADD::
TO_Usimov says:
::thinking things are very much in order here::
CEO_Stricker says:
::check engineering systems on the bridge at his console::
CSO_Taal says:
::accepts PADD, looks over data, and continues with monitoring::
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks up from padds:: Berlin: You understand correctly Ensign.
FCO_Fa says:
::thinks:: Self: Way cool!!  A reunion, already.
CO_Eden says:
COM: Capt_Tucker: You didn't think you could leave without a proper going away ceremony did you sir?
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> CMO: And, are you going to the assembly?
Host Capt_Tucker says:
@COM: CO_Eden: I will be over in a few minutes then ::Smiling he nods to his XO who takes the bridge::
FCO_Fa says:
CO: That certainly is a welcome surprise.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
@::Walks to the TR and beams over to the Geneva::
CO_Eden says:
::Hears the channel cut and grins looking around at the bridge crew:: All: Senior Staff to the Shuttlebay.  No exceptions.
XO_Shras says:
:: looks at the new CSO, sitting in his chair ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::takes a moment as if he's really been thinking about this:: Berlin: Yes I am. However, it would not be logical to proceed to an assembly before work is finished.
FCO_Fa says:
::swivels around in her chair to look at the Captain and then shrugs:: CO: Aye.
TO_Usimov says:
::makes sure all systems are working properly::  CO: Aye, sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
::stands begrudgingly (though not showing it) and stalls as long as possible at her station::
FCO_Fa says:
::taps her combadge:: *Squire*: Ensign Squire, report to the bridge, on the double!
CO_Eden says:
*Shipwide*: All department heads and assistants are to report to the Shuttlebay immediately.
CSO_Taal says:
::monitors sensors::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Arrives in the Geneva TR::
CSO_Taal says:
::hears com and motions for replacement to cover science station::
TO_Usimov says:
::getting up from console, on way to Shuttlebay::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
<TRCheif> Capt: Sir they are expecting you in the Shuttlebay.
CSO_Taal says:
::heads for Shuttlebay::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
TRChief:  On my way then.  ::walks quickly to the Shuttlebay::
OPS_Cailand says:
::walks regally but slowly toward the Shuttlebay, attempting to be one of the last... she makes sure everything is in order at her station.... grabbing a PADD on her way::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::doesn't know how she could convince the doctor, but, then decides not to and proceeds to leave his office::
FCO_Fa says:
<Squire>*FCO*: On my way, sir! ::rushes off::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks off the bridge and heads to the Shuttlebay::
FCO_Fa says:
<Squire>::gets excited about going to the bridge and stumbles and trips and falls as the TL opens and falls into the TL::
CMO_Tunik says:
Berlin: Are you going to the Captain's Assembly?
CSO_Taal says:
::enters Shuttlebay::
FCO_Fa says:
<Squire> ::coughs::  TL: Bridge.  ::slowly stands up with a groan and brushes the dirt off his uniform::
CO_Eden says:
::Leaves the bridge after all personnel take over the stations::
TO_Usimov says:
::enters Shuttlebay and sees CSO_Taal::
CEO_Stricker says:
::exits the TL and walk into the Shuttlebay::
OPS_Cailand says:
::follows Eden toward the Shuttlebay after having stalled::
CSO_Taal says:
TO: Ensign.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Enters the Shuttlebay and sees his former crew gathered there::
TO_Usimov says:
CSO: Good evening, how are you?
CO_Eden says:
::Walks into a TL and orders it to the Shuttlebay::
XO_Shras says:
:: leaves the bridge and follows Captain Eden without saying a word ::
FCO_Fa says:
::stands up and waves the others on, assuring them that she'll join them later, and waits for Squire.... who shows up eventually, and waves him over:: Squire: Took you long enough.  Here you go.  You have the helm.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> CMO: Yes sir. I am. However, the assembly is going to start any minute now. ::walks to the Doctor:: Come on. Imagine it were Captain Thorpe's Assembly.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Remembers that it was their loyalty that got him a new command::
CSO_Taal says:
TO: I am fine, thank you. How are you?
CO_Eden says:
::Enters the Shuttlebay shortly afterwards::
OPS_Cailand says:
::follows the XO and CO into the TL::
TO_Usimov says:
CSO: I am doing quite fine, thank you - we do miss you in AC though.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Sees the CO::
CO_Eden says:
XO: Looks like everybody's here.
OPS_Cailand says:
::walks into the Shuttlebay, moving to the back::
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods and puts padds down for later reference:: Berlin: I rarely put work aside for recreational purposes. Therefore, I will take my medical tricorder with me. ::stands and walks with Berlin out of sickbay::
XO_Shras says:
CO: Apparently
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Walks over to her, and Shras::
CSO_Taal says:
::sees OPS enter:: OPS: Lieutenant.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::smiles and walks with the CMO to the Shuttlebay::
FCO_Fa says:
<Squire>FCO: COOL!! ::Gets all excited and forgets he's a SF officer and trips over his laces and down the stairs and lands at Mu-Lan's feet::
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods distractedly to the CSO::
FCO_Fa says:
<Squire> ::quickly gets up:: FCO: Sorry.  ::sheepish grin and plops himself at the seat::
FCO_Fa says:
::raises her eyebrows high and gets a little worried before rushing off to the gathering:::
CO_Eden says:
::Smiles at Captain Tucker:: Tucker: It's nice to see you again sir.
CSO_Taal says:
::walks over to window and waits::
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters the Shuttlebay hesitantly, then proceeds to take a seat::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CO: Nice to see you too, nice to see you all.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CO: Shall we get on with this?
FCO_Fa says:
::runs down the hall way after she gets off the TL and pants as she runs into the Shuttlebay::
FCO_Fa says:
::pants a little and hides in the corner::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: BOSON'S MATE BLOWS WHISTLE TO CALL THE CREW TO ASSEMBLY
CO_Eden says:
::Nods and walks forward::
OPS_Cailand says:
::discreetly glances down at PADD, setting on a small table off to the side... she raises an eyebrow at FCO, who is standing next to her::
TO_Usimov says:
::stands for gathering::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Walks with Eden::
FCO_Fa says:
::smiles a little at the OPS and tries not to breathe too hard, as she peers over the heads of the others standing in the back, and curses her short height::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE ENTIRE CREW ASSEMBLED ON THE DECK OF THE SHUTTLEBAY INSTANTANEOUSLY COMES TO QUICK ATTENTION
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CO: Mind if I say my piece first?
CO_Eden says:
Tucker: Not at all sir.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
ALL: It greatly saddens me that I have been ordered to relinquish Command of the USS Geneva.
TO_Usimov says:
::listening to Capt. Tucker::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
ALL: However, I am surely leaving her in capable hands.
CSO_Taal says:
::standing in front of console, listening to Captain Tucker's 'speech'::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Enters the Shuttlebay quietly and looks for Katerina::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
ALL: So it is with Great Honor that I hereby promote Alyson Eden to the Rank of Captain, and hand over the reigns of the Geneva to her.
CMO_Tunik says:
::has medical tricorder scanning the crew, determining whether the collection of all these crew is creating too much body heat::
FCO_Fa says:
::looks up at Captain Tucker, but can't feel as sorrowful as the others in the room, because she has only served with him for such a short time::
FCO_Fa says:
::feels sad anyways, for behalf of a crew that she will someday, hope to know better::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
ALL: It is also a great honor to present to her one of the highest honors that a Starfleet officer can receive...
Host Capt_Tucker says:
ALL: the Federation Council Peace Medal.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Pins the pip and Medal on the CO::
FCO_Fa says:
::smiles and applaud like the others in the room::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CO: Congratulations Captain.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::extends hand::
CO_Eden says:
Tucker: Thank you Captain.  ::Smiles and shakes his hand but can't help feeling sadness and frustration at the whole situation::
TO_Usimov says:
::applauding for both Capt. Tucker and CO_ Eden::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Finds a note saying party move to shuttle bay and heads there::
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances up and around, distracted, and begins applauding as well::
CO_Eden says:
::Turns to Commander Shras::
CSO_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow::
CMO_Tunik says:
::scans the new CO, determining if her heart rate is stable after hearing news::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Turns to the XO::
TO_Usimov says:
::looking around to see where Wolfgar is as this is so unlike him::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Enters the shuttle bay and looks for Katerina again::
TO_Usimov says:
::sees Wolfgar entering the shuttle bay and waves::
CO_Eden says:
All: I am very proud to announce that Commander Shras has accepted the position of First Officer on the Geneva.  I couldn't think of anyone else to fill the job.
XO_Shras says:
:: stands in front of Captain Eden ::
CO_Eden says:
XO: Congratulations Commander. ::Extends her hand::
CMO_Tunik says:
::keeps medical tricorder waving, since a few of the crew have bad tolerance to heat::
XO_Shras says:
CO: Thanks you sir. :: extend his hand too ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sees Katerina and heads for her way and waves back. Smiles to see that she is still her charming and energetic self::
TO_Usimov says:
::smiles back at Wolfgar and motions for him to come over::
CMO_Tunik says:
::curious why it got quiet for a moment::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Whispers:: TO_Usimov: Sorry I am late but had a few things on my mind.
CO_Eden says:
All: To all who do not know it yet, Lieutenant Commander Stricker has been assigned as our Chief Engineer.
TO_Usimov says:
::Whispers back:: CTO_Asmodeius: I hope everything is all right sir.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Extends his hand to the XO:: XO: The Geneva couldn't be in better hands.
TO_Usimov says:
::standing at attention::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Whispers:: TO_Usimov: Everything is fine, now. ::Smiles at Katerina::
CMO_Tunik says:
::catches a glimpse of the CTO smiling at the TO, raises an eyebrow::
TO_Usimov says:
::smiles back at Wolfgar:: CTO_Asmodeius: I am glad to hear that sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
::wonders how long her presence at this.... party..... will be required.::
CO_Eden says:
All: Also, Lieutenant Taal will be replacing Commander Shras as head of the Science.
CMO_Tunik says:
::takes out medical tricorder, and scans the CTO and TO::
CO_Eden says:
All: With that, the speeches and announcements have concluded.  You may now mingle.  ::Grins at the crew and steps back::
TO_Usimov says:
::looking puzzled toward the CMO::
Hostess_Lillybelle says:
::putters around in the reception area making sure that things are ready for the party::
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the reading, "Increased heart rate...", notices the TO looking at him::
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances around and gives a slightly inaudible sigh.... let's see... best way to sneak out....::
FCO_Fa says:
::blinks:: self: mingle?  MINGLE!?  I have to mingle?
CSO_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow at mingle::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Notices Katerina's puzzled look at the Doctor:: TO_Usimov: What wrong?
CSO_Taal says:
::slowly heading for the exit::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::walks back over to the CO::
CSO_Taal says:
::slips away from Shuttlebay::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Why in the world is he scanning us?
Hostess_Lillybelle says:
::brings out the best bottles of real champagne and places them in the ice buckets:: Self: There, all set.
CMO_Tunik says:
::logs readings from tricorder on padd, then puts both padd and tricorder away::
CO_Eden says:
::Notes several officers sneaking towards the door::
CSO_Taal says:
::heads back for bridge::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Maybe he thought we where drugged or something besides at least he could wait to do that when we come in for our scheduled exam.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CO: Alyson, I do want to apologize for the start we got off to on the Geneva.  I was bitter and I was wrong.  You are one of the finest officers I have served with, and I just wanted to let you know that.
OPS_Cailand says:
::slowly follows Taal, moving silently to the door along the wall... behind people...::
FCO_Fa says:
::goes into a dark corner and just sits there, not really wanting to mingle::
CMO_Tunik says:
::walks toward Captain Tucker and Captain Eden::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::mingles::
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances over and sees the FCO, wondering why she is sitting off to the side, if she is going to stay.... she pauses, waiting to catch Fa's eye::
CSO_Taal says:
::enters TL::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Yes, wouldn't it be a good idea if he would wait until the appointments.
CO_Eden says:
Tucker: Thank you sir.  ::Smiles and thinks:: While we're on the subject... I did think you were quite the bitter grump when I first arrived.  I see now that I was wrong.
FCO_Fa says:
::looks nervously around the room, and glances over at the OPS and then away again::
CSO_Taal says:
COMPUTER: Bridge.
XO_Shras says:
:: stands in the room, looking at everyone talking ::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Laughs::  CO: Well, I was...
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Looks at the CMO approaching::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov:  Maybe he just likes to spring surprise check ups like surprise inspections.
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow and walks toward the FCO regally, several crewmembers scampering out of her way....::
CMO_Tunik says:
::stands before Tucker and Eden, waiting for their discussion to finish::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: What about if we move across the room away from him and his tricorder? I would feel much better then.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CMO: Tunik, my Vulcan friend, how are you?
FCO_Fa says:
::looks as the OPS approaches her:: Self: Oh dear.
CSO_Taal says:
::arrives on bridge and relieves ensign at science station::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Sounds like a plan. ::Points to a corner:: TO_Usimov: How about over there?
CO_Eden says:
::Notices that the CSO left and steps to a side:: *CSO*: Eden to Taal.
OPS_Cailand says:
FCO: Why do you say 'oh dear'? I am not going to force you to....mingle...against your will. ::speaks softer than she usually does::
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks at Tucker uncertain why he is so enthusiastic to see him:: Tucker: I am moderate Captain. And, how are you?
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: That looks like a perfect spot...
CSO_Taal says:
*CO*: Yes, captain?
FCO_Fa says:
::looks relieved:: OPS: Well, are we allowed to leave then?  Crowds are rather... intimidating.  ::blushes::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Heads over to the corner with Katerina::
TO_Usimov says:
::walks beside Wolfgar to the corner::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Laughs::  CMO: I am moderate as well...
Hostess_Lillybelle says:
::calls over her staff and gives them last minute instructions:: Staff: Now remember, make sure that everyone's glasses are kept full. I want a ship of very happy Starfleet officers tonight. :;smiles and looks to the door::
CO_Eden says:
*CSO*: I'm afraid your presence is needed back in the Shuttlebay.  Something strange is swaying back and forth.  I believe it's the jello plate.  ::Waits to see if he buys it::
CMO_Tunik says:
Tucker: I am sorry my testimony did not prove to be an advantage to your case.
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances around, jaw muscles visibly tightening:: FCO: There was a time when I did not mind social functions...but at the moment they do not appeal. ::scans the room swiftly with her eyes and motions to the FCO to follow her::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Grabs a mug of ale::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: It seems to me I still owe you a date to the Holodeck to see my home town. But it looks like we won't have anytime soon. So I do hope you will take a rain check on that until after our next mission.
CSO_Taal says:
*CO*: Perhaps it is the gelatin in the jello, captain.
FCO_Fa says:
::draws her brows together curiously, and gets up out of her chair and follows the OPS:: OPS: Where are we going?
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CMO: Nothing you said would have helped then...  but what you all said afterwards made a great deal of difference.
OPS_Cailand says:
::begins moving again toward the exit, along the wall and behind people.... she moves swiftly and silently...... speaking back just as softly to the FCO:: FCO: I am going back to my duty station...
CO_Eden says:
*CSO*: Okay, so my ploy didn't work.  You're missing the party Lieutenant.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I will definitely take you up on that date.  I will be glad to wait until after our next mission.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: Tucker: Is the U.S.S. Wasp a fitting ship to command?
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CMO: So far so good.  She's a good ship.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I am really looking forward to seeing what you home town looks like.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Grabs a couple of glasses of champagne for both himself and Katerina from a passing waiter. Then hands one over to Katerina::
Hostess_Lillybelle says:
::looks at her chronometer and wonders why no one is coming in yet::
CO_Eden says:
::Silently excuses herself from Captain Tucker and Tunik::
FCO_Fa says:
::tries to follow as elegantly as she could but keeps tripping over chairs and tables and people::
TO_Usimov says:
::takes the champagne from Wolfgar:: CTO_Asmodeius: Thank you, sir.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: Tucker: Maybe one day, the Geneva crew will have a reunion, and we will serve under you one more time. ::blinks:: The Expedition crew is having a reunion in two months.
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow at the FCO's clumsiness, and finally pauses to move the FCO off to her left, away from most of the objects::
CSO_Taal says:
*CO*: In order for me to 'miss' the party, I would have to want to attend. I assure you. I do not. My presence is required at the science station.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: It was beautiful place to grow up in until my parents went to earth.
CO_Eden says:
::Approaches Lieutenants Fa and Cailand:: FCO/OPS: How are you today Lieutenants?
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CMO: Well, I hope so.  My new mission will keep me pretty busy.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I am sure it was.  I will have to show you my home also some day.
FCO_Fa says:
::mutters:: OPS: I think that flight control operators don’t' get promoted until you know how to walk and chew gum at the.....  Oh...  ::almost walked into the CO:: CO: Hello.
OPS_Cailand says:
::inwardly groans, but she turns to face the Captain:: CO: Acceptable... ::raises an eyebrow at the FCO:: And yourself Captain?
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: Tucker: I will stay in contact with you, when I can. ::raises hand in Vulcan tradition:: Live long and prosper Frank.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: You’re welcome. As I was saying my parents went to earth for a few years and that was when I took an interest in their martial arts specifically ninjitsu.
CO_Eden says:
*CSO*: Very well Lieutenant, though I do hope you'll reconsider.  ::Wonders, then continues:: Eden out.
CSO_Taal says:
::continues to monitor console::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: I would love to see it some day and hopefully see it in person then.
Hostess_Lillybelle says:
::makes her way around the room making sure that everyone is having a good time::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: So, I guess it was a good thing that your parents decided to go to Earth.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CMO: Good I hope so. ::raises his hand in his best Vulcan gesture::
OPS_Cailand says:
::plans a slightly different route to escape the clutches of the...gathering...::
CO_Eden says:
OPS/FCO: I'm fine thank you.  I noticed both of you walking rather close to the exit...
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I would love to take you there, it is so beautiful.
CMO_Tunik says:
::does a nod, and then slowly steps away::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::walks back over to the CO::  CO: there is one matter of business we need to discuss.
OPS_Cailand says:
:: Eye twitches, and her jaw muscles tighten a bit more.. She says nothing, from early childhood experiences of..... being caught.... by personnel::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: I would like to think so , but my parents might say other wise since it sorta of set my course to be a Tactical officer instead of a councilor.
FCO_Fa says:
::looks at the OPS:: CO: Oh.. we just need some.. um.. air.
CO_Eden says:
::Steps over with Captain Tucker, leaving one last comment with the FCO and OPS:: OPS/FCO: Just try to have some fun!
FCO_Fa says:
::kicks herself, stupid excuse::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: That and the war with the Dominion.
FCO_Fa says:
::forces a small smile:: CO: You go ahead and have a wonderful time, ... ::pauses: captain.
OPS_Cailand says:
::Raises an eyebrow and moves again toward the exit...a little less silent this time.... she nods to a couple of crewmembers on her way out::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I am glad to hear that your parents at least made it out of there alive.
CMO_Tunik says:
::is at the bar:: Bartender: I will have a Silver Tea with a cherry.
FCO_Fa says:
::follows the OPS::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I for one am glad you are in Tactical.
OPS_Cailand says:
::does not stop until she reaches the TL..... She pauses inside for the FCO::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CO: I need for you to download all the Geneva's files on the Chodan'Ri to the Wasp.  They are to be my new "assignment".
FCO_Fa says:
::rubs her temples as soon as they step into the TL::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Me too I was lucky for by the time of that war most of my siblings and both my parents where off planet.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CO: you will find full authorization of such by Starfleet Command.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Yes, you were quite lucky then.
CSO_Taal says:
::plays around with console to try and make it more efficient::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Me too since it would most likely be that if I hadn't I would not have met you.
OPS_Cailand says:
::sighs this time and slightly sags against the wall as the TL moves to the bridge for her... she closes her eyes and leans her head against the wall as well:: FCO: I am heading to the bridge... you are not required to I believe....
CO_Eden says:
Tucker: I'll have that done as soon as possible.  You're.... okay with this assignment sir?
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: No... I'll... ::pauses:: I think I'll go to the Holodeck.  It is free time.. sort of, isn't it?
CMO_Tunik says:
::drinks Tea while his pointed ear points in the direction of two of his shipmates, picking up every word::
FCO_Fa says:
::hesitates:: OPS: Would you like to join me for a game of Velocity?
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CO: OK?  It's the only thing I can think of that would make up for my leaving the Geneva.
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: It's a lot funnier to play with a real person than to play against a holo-character. ::smiles weakly::
OPS_Cailand says:
::opens one eye and sighs again... Joanie would.....:: FCO: I could be persuaded Lieutenant although.... I have not played since the academy, third year...
CO_Eden says:
Tucker: Then I wish you all the best, Captain.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: What made you choose Tactical if you don't mind me asking. ::Smiles at Katerina::
Host Capt_Tucker says:
CO: And to you too.  Take good care of her Captain.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE GENEVA APPROACHES STARBASE 245
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Takes sip of the champagne::
Hostess_Lillybelle says:
::looks at the mess as the crew mills around the room:: Self: Thank goodness I don't have to clean up this mess.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I don't mind you asking at all, sir. It was always my first love, I have always wanted to be in security and help in any way I can - this just seemed the way to do it.
TO_Usimov says:
::sipping champagne while watching Wolfgar intently::
CO_Eden says:
Tucker: Don't you worry, I will.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: I agree and sure am glad that you did.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I am glad too.
Host Capt_Tucker says:
::Feels that she will, he has no doubt of that::
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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